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the acclaimed motorcycle movie easy rider stars actor dennis hopper as a bike messenger who moves from los angeles to new orleans to sell drugs and discover america. he was nominated for an oscar as best supporting actor for this movie, and it changed his career and life. directed by dennis hopper and co-starring jack nicholson as an alcoholic lawyer who the bikers pick-up along the
way, easy rider is an iconic movie and the definitive biker film. jack nicholson received an oscar nomination as best supporting actor for this movie and it changed his career and life. nicholson went from starring in b-list biker flicks to a-list movies because of easy rider. this movie also shaped the careers of dennis hopper and peter fonda, and showed that biker movies could be works of art
as well as exploitation films. its essentially a sequel to the 1980s cop drama tough guys but thats not necessarily a bad thing. the original film starred burt reynolds, george kennedy, and james caan. the sequel stars john travolta, danny devito, and alan arkin. the plot involves a plot involving a arms dealer who has a penchant for killing anyone who gets in his way. it doesnt have the style
or the good guys vs bad guys stuff of the first movie but it is an entertaining and fast paced thriller. there are other references to the first film in the sequel. for example, the arms dealer is named zale. in the first movie zale was a major mob figure. in this movie zale is a minor figure and his name has been changed to zag. he does some unusual things and gives george a killer training. the

movie isnt all good, but its a decent thriller.
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also known as losing face, the 1966 martial arts epic was the first movie to be released in hong kong, where it was a huge success. directed by way of the dragon scribe robert fu sheung and starring lee in
the title role, the movie stars lee in one of his most famous roles. the movie begins with martial arts instructor lei kung (lee) observing a fight between two students. the instructor teaches the students to

control their anger and to be more patient. while the movie is mostly about the students training to become masters, the first fight scene occurs between lei and one of the students. lei is a kung fu master
and an artist at teaching the martial arts, but he is also a black belt in judo and a master of the staff. ex-footballer, comic book writer, and actor chuck norris best known for his roles in karate, the delta

force, missing in action and walker, texas ranger, has continued to work in film despite his 55 years. he first appeared in enter the dragon and went on to star in other movies such as chinese connection and
the delta force. his delta force was a bit of a mixed bag, but the famous scene in which he beat up a thug who was beating a woman was pretty funny. stoney jackson, better known as the ghost of steve

mcqueen, was a real life biker who died in a motorcycle accident in 1977. the ghost of steve mcqueen has been the subject of two movies. one, a 1993 comedy starring vincent gardenia and william forsythe
called the ghost of steve mcqueen, is a retelling of the motorcycle legend based on real events. the second, an appropriately named ghost rider, is a 2007 supernatural slasher film directed by mark

neveldine and brian taylor. the ghost rider movies are solid enough but i prefer the comedy. 5ec8ef588b
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